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I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A. Date of Approval: January 2009
B. Department: Art
C. Course Number:156
D. Course Title: Mixed Media
E. Course Outline Preparer: Nancy Mizuno
F. Department Chair: Maria emei1;,;e,""_-"--""-f--6"'::--"-=:;"";;"-='--_
G. Dean: Bruce Smith --I-~~f4~""""'==!>-_----

II. COURSE SPECIFICS
A. Hours:
B. Units:
C. Prerequisites:
Corequisites:
D. Course Justification:

E. Field Trips:
F. Method of Grading:
G. Repeatability:

Lecture-2, Lab-4
3
Art 125A and Art 130A
None
This course grew out of increasing student demand for a course covering the study
and practice of creating mixed media artwork. Mixed media is a generalized
hybrid approach to creating art used by a majority of contemporary artists. The
practice emphasizes the conceptual and cultural aspects of art materials and
expands students' definition of "art," let alone "art materials."
Yes
Letter Grade
2

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Focuses on the contemporary practice and conceptual basis of selecting and combining various media and
techniques of drawing, painting, photography, textile, printing, and collage into two and three-dimensional
works ofart.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Analyze historical, conceptual, and technical aspects of contemporary art practice, as well as solve
visual problems and create artwork using this methodology.
B. Compare several different mediums and experiment with, then choose the appropriate combinations
to create integrated compositions.
C. Compare and criticize mixed media works of art by professional artists and peers.
D. Question their assumptions regarding fine art materials. Examine their relations with materials.
Judge materials by their creative possibilities and not by their pre-determined use.

V.CONTENTS
A. Drawing

1. traditional materials
2. non-traditional materials
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~ B. Painting
1. water-based
2. oil-based
3. non-traditional materials

C. Paper
1. found
2. purchased
3. altered
4. aged
5. deckled versus straight
6. surface design, pattem, and repetition

O. Printingffransferring
1. stamping and stenciling
2. technology-based methods

E. Adhesives
1. traditional
2. non-traditional
3. messy versus clean application

F. Surface Support
1. traditional
2. non-traditional

G. Combining Materials
1. transparent versus opaque materials
2. seamless versus tacked-on
3. placing on surface or exposing through surface
4. layering versus side placement
5. text: handwriting, letters, media
6. imagery: media versus personal
7. personal items: nostalgia, memory, and storytelling
8. founds objects: time, history, evidence, junk
9. hardware store
10. fabric store
11. shopping versus recycling
12. mass produced versus natural
12. culturally-based material associations
13. choose materials due to aesthetic qualities
14. choose materials due to concept

H. 20 Relief
I. 3-0imensional

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

Students will create artwork, informed by lectures and demonstrations, composing with a wide-range of
material combinations. The assignments will focus on visual problem-solving (aesthetically/design and
conceptually/idea) through the accumulative use of materials, while addressing the meaning behind
materials and material combinations.

1. Drawing
2. Painting and Drawing
3. Paper and Collage
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4. Printing
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5. Relief
6. Three-Dimensional
7. Combining Materials and Methods

B. Evaluation
1. Assignments

Assess student's ability to effectively and creatively solve design problems using a wide range of
materials, with the focus being on two-dimensional materials,

2. Critiques
Assess student's ability to discriminate between the effective and ineffective use ofmixed media in
relationship to conveying ideas and creating integrated compositions. Assess student's ability to
objectively (by acknowledging subjectivity and the lure of familiarity) evaluate artwork that greatly
differs from theirs in regard to materials.

3. Portfolio
Assesses student's improvement in regard to proficiency in combining materials, referencing
historical and contemporary approaches, and choosing appropriate combinations to create integrated
compositions that address the student's aesthetic and conceptual intent.

C. Textbooks and Other Instructional Materials
1. Art Materials

a. Paper, adhesives, paints, graphite, inks, brushes, and other raw art materials
2. Media resources

a. slides or digital projections
b. videos or DVDs

3. Library Resources
a. artist monographs and exhibition catalogs
b. periodicals

VII. Title 5 CLASSIFICAnON
CreditlDegree Applicable (meets all standards ofTitle 5. Section 55002 (a».
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